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Christopher Kelley Leadership Development Program 2015-2016

I.  Program Summary & Learning Objectives

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
This session aims to explore a path forward in the dynamic fi eld of architecture. Firm leaders will discuss the 
fi eld’s future potential through design and leadership equity, ensuring the health of the profession. In addition, 
maintaining the passion for architecture, through traditional or alternative career paths, can provide for further 
professional fulfi llment. Finally, scholars will discuss the values and attributes of successful leaders explored over 
the past eight months and how to apply them in their future careers.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Participants will be able to identify alternative career paths and how an architecture degree can translate into 

further non-traditional career development opportunities.
2. Participants will discuss equitable practice and gain insight into how diversity can help advance the fi eld of 

architecture and retain talent at various levels.
3. Participants will learn to avoid burnout and discover methods to keep their passion for design burning, while 

using this desire to further their career goals.
4. Attendees will evaluate and discuss the various attributes of successful leaders, their hopes and fears for the 

future of the fi eld, and analyze how these issues can be leveraged in their career trajectories.

PROGRAM ABSTRACT:

“Your future”; those two little words can elicit such strong feelings of hope and anxiety. Life challenges and work 
demands can test the most stalwart of designers. By discussing these issues, scholars will gain an awareness of 
these struggles and ways to fi nd balance. The day’s events aim to inspire scholars and allow them to refl ect on the 
growth they have seen over the past year.

Scholars will fi rst hear from EB Kinkel about alternative career paths and non-traditional uses of an architectural 
degree, which can provide a diverse array of opportunities and challenges. As she explains, “there are many pros 
and cons to the non-traditional Architectural career - but in the end it’s about fi nding joy in your daily life, career, 
and aspirations.” 

Next, scholars will explore the hot button topic of work/life balance and workplace equity with a lively roundtable 
discussion. The panel will be composed of three fi rm leaders who have managed to keep their career momentum 
while maintaining a healthy life balance. These professionals have also broken ground in the struggle for workplace 
equity, a topic that has gained prominence in recent years. Their presentations will be followed by audience Q & A.

The day continues with Roger K. Lewis, FAIA, who will share his thoughts about passion; maintaining your creative 
drive and love of architecture for the long-term. How does one keep the tank full and keep moving forward in such a 
demanding line of work? As someone who has spent decades embracing architecture through practice, academia, 
and journalism, Roger will bring a unique perspective to this issue.

Finally, scholars will review the past year, what they have learned, and how they plan to apply it moving forward. 
With the help of Graphic Facilitator, Stephanie Brown, this lively group discussion will be distilled into a visual 
display of the thoughts and ideas discussed. 

The session will end with closing remarks and a reception held at the District Architecture Center to celebrate a 
great year.

Developing Your Future Within the Practice
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II.  Agenda

AGENDA

12:00 – 12:30  Lunch & Presentation - “Non-Traditional Career Paths”
   EB Kinkel, Assoc. AIA, LEED AP BD+C

12:30 – 2:00  Roundtable Discussion: Work/Life Balance & Workplace Equity
   Paola Moya, Assoc. AIA, CEO, Principal Marshall Moya Design
   Carolyn Sponza, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Senior Associate, Gensler
   Greg Holeyman, AIA LEED AP, Owner/Founder, Barnstar Architects
 
2:00 – 2:15  Break

2:15 – 2:45  Pecha Kucha
   Scholars will present 3 slides for 20 seconds each

2:45 – 3:45  Keynote: “Keeping the Creative Passion Alive”
   Roger K. Lewis, FAIA, 

3:45 – 4:00  Break

4:00 - 5:00  Class of 2016 Recap
   Stephanie Brown, Graphic Facilitator
   Group discussion to review what we’ve learned over the year

5:00  Conclusion & Housekeeping
   Laura, Adam & the CKLDP Executive Committee 

5:30 – 7:30  Closing Reception
   DAC 
   421 7th St. NW, Washington, DC 20004

Session Schedule
Date: Friday. May 6.2016
Location: District Architecture Center
   421 7th St.. NW, Washington, DC, 20004
Time: 12:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
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EB Kinkel, Assoc. AIA, LEED AP BD+C
View|Dynamic Glass

EB Kinkel is an architectural designer turned industry leader and sales woman. Determined to fully 
understand the AEC world she seeks to experience the industry though various vantage points: work 
fl ows, specifi cations, relationships, education, design, and execution.
Recently EB has joined the View team promoting intelligence in glass building facades. She shares 
a passion with View, to create more intelligent buildings and better connect occupants with the 
outdoors.
Prior to View, EB was an advocate for BIM serving as regional manager and trainer for GRAPHISOFT. 
Her 9 year, very diverse, professional career includes: On-premise Liquor Rep. for Northern Virginia, 
architectural designer for two local fi rms: Wnuk Spurlock and Dorsky Hodgson Parrish & Yue, 
manager and designer for Vineyard Vines, and owner and coach of Potomac Power Lacrosse. 
Intermixed EB has done some self-venturing in BIM modeling, designing acoustical resistant fl oor 
systems for gyms, and freelance residential design work. 
In her personal time EB enjoys adventuring outdoors with her fi ancé Travis and dog Moxie, being 
active with friends, whether it be at Ballston Crossfi t, running a marathon, or simply going for a bike 
ride, and participating in community organizations including AIA|DC Emerging Architects and the 
local Pi Beta Phi Alumna chapter. 

Non-Traditional Career Paths
How to be successful at changing it up; taking risks, both personal and professional

The career path in architecture isn’t necessarily a straight line; opportunities arise that can further 
career fulfi llment while still leveraging the skills learned in earning a degree in architecture. What 
are some of these alternatives? How do you know if an alternative path is right for you? EB Kinkel 
will share her experiences working in alternative veins that support architecture and fi nding the joy 
in architecture-related fi elds.

EB Kinkel, Assoc. AIA, LEED AP BD+C

ekinkel@gmail.com

III.  Speakers & Presentations
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III.  Speakers & Presentations

Speaker Paola Moya, Assoc. AIA, NOMA

paola@marshallmoya.com

marshallmoya.com

Paola Moya, Assoc. AIA, NOMA
CEO & Principal, Marshall Moya Design

Paola Moya is the CEO and Principal of Marshall Moya Design. She manages the fi rm’s executive 
responsibilities and is actively involved in the design, development, and successful completion of 
each of the fi rm’s projects. 

Moya is a named 2015 “40 Under 40” honoree by the Washington Business Journal, and served 
as a juror for the 2016 selections. She is also a 2015 “Brava” award recipient by Smart CEO 
Magazine.  In 2014 she was named a “Minority Business Leader” of the year by the Washington 
Business Journal,  in 2013 a “Young Entrepreneur of the Year” by the District of Columbia 
Chamber of Commerce, the 2013 “Rising Star” by the Greater Washington Hispanic Chamber of 
Commerce, and one of MEA Magazine’s “25 Infl uential Women in Business.” Her work has been 
recognized with international, national, and local design excellence awards from: The American 
Institute of Architects (National and DC Chapters), The National Organization of Minority Architects 
(NOMA), the National Housing & Rehabilitation Association, Graphic Design USA, International 
Design Awards (IDA), Forrec, The American Society of Architectural Illustrators and Built by Women 
(Beverly Willis Architecture Foundation).
In 2010, Moya joined a partnership with Michael Marshall to form Marshall Moya Design. Prior to 
forming the partnership, Moya worked for three years with Marshall at his fi rm, Michael Marshall 
Architecture. Before working with Marshall, Moya worked for six years at Georgetown Design Group 
in Washington, D.C. where she was responsible for several design-build projects.  Moya earned 
a Finance certifi cation from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania’s Executive 
Education program. She earned a Masters degree in Architecture with a Real Estate Development 
concentration, and a Bachelor of Science degree in Architecture from The Catholic University of 
America (CUA). 

She serves on the boards of a number of infl uential industry organizations including ULI Next and 
ULI Women’s Leadership Initiatives, DCBIA and Montgomery Housing Partnership. 

Round Table Discussion:
Maintaining Work/Life Balance and Work Place Equity 

Workplace equity: a hot button topic that has come to the forefront of the discussion about the 
future of the fi eld. Can you see parity in the workplace? Is the myth of work/life balance truly a myth? 
Panelists Paola Moya, Carolyn Sponza, and Greg Holeyman will share their experiences working 
toward work place equity and how they manage to balance demands at work and at home. Scholars 
are encouraged to participate in the conversation with a generous Q&A session and to gain some 
awareness of the issues many architects face in the workplace.
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Carolyn Sponza, AIA, LEED AP BD+C
Senior Associate, Gensler

Carolyn Sponza, AIA, LEED AP BD+C is a Senior Associate in the Washington, DC, offi ce of global 
architecture, design, planning and consulting fi rm Gensler. Trained in both social science and design, 
Carolyn has a unique background from which she approaches her work. At Gensler, she combines 
her 18 years of architecture and planning experience with a passion for engaging stakeholders and 
communities in a collaborative dialogue about long-term project planning. She leads a forty-fi ve 
person studio focused on planning, urban design, and transportation work.

Carolyn is deeply involved in the American Institute of Architects (AIA), most recently landing 
advocacy planning for the DC Chapter and serving on its Board of Directors as President-Elect. 
Carolyn is an alumni of the Catholic University of America and the London School of Economics and 
Polititcal Science and has recently published a guide to temporary urbanism, which focuses on the 
transformative power of playful interventions into the built environment.

III.  Speakers & Presentations

Roundtable Discussion:
Maintaining Work/Life Balance and Workplace Equity
-continued

Carolyn Sponza, AIA, LEED AP BD+C

carolyn_sponza@gensler.com

gensler.com

Greg Holeyman, AIA, LEED AP

greg@barnstararchitects.com

barnstararchitects.com

Greg Holeyman, AIA, LEED AP
Founder/Owner, Barnstar Architects

Greg Holeyman, AIA, LEED AP, is the founder and owner of Barnstar Architects. A graduate of UC 
Berkeley in Environmental Design, Greg completed his Masters of Architecture at the Catholic 
University of America, specializing in historic preservation and sustainable design.  After working 
for several local fi rms and the federal government, Greg started Barnstar Architects in 2012 to 
focus on residential projects.
 
Greg is licensed and insured to practice architecture in the District of Columbia.  His portfolio 
of work includes an extensive spectrum of green and historic preservation projects.  Greg has 
designed many houses that involve existing, historic structures, including the fi rst carbon-neutral 
building in the District, a three-story addition to a rowhouse in the Capitol Hill Historic District. 
Greg is a LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) accredited professional, with 
experience leading several LEED-certifi ed efforts.
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CKLDP Scholars

These 16 diverse professionals representing fi rms throughout the region are some of the young 
leaders coming up in the business. Scholars have participated in 8 sessions over the year discussing 
a wide array of topics from Contracts & Negotiations to Community Involvement and Networking. 
All these diverse and fascinating conversations have contributed to our world view. How have these 
sessions changed your thinking? What can you see as a positive for the future of architecture? 
Scholars will use their presentation prowess to share thoughts and hopes for the future.

III.  Speakers & Presentations

Pecha Kucha:
3 Slides x 20 seconds 

Pecha Kucha part II brings back a favorite activity from bootcamp. The scholars have come full circle 
and will now present their hopes and fears for the future, in addition to what they have learned over 
the past 8 months. This rapid-fi re activity will get the blood moving and gears turning as we gear up 
for the closing of the season.

Roger K. Lewis, FAIA

Roger K. Lewis, FAIA, is a practicing architect and urban planner, a professor emeritus of architecture 
at the University of Maryland College Park, a writer and a cartoonist.  With M.I.T. architecture 
degrees, and after working as an architect in the Peace Corps in Tunisia (1964-66), Professor Lewis 
helped establish and began teaching design at the University of Maryland’s School of Architecture, 
Planning and Preservation.  He and his fi rm have planned new communities; designed or co-
designed multi-unit housing complexes, custom homes, schools, art centers, recreational facilities 
and other civic and institutional projects; and crafted urban design and architectural guidelines 
for new developments.  Since 1984, The Washington Post has published his column, “Shaping 
the City,” about architecture, planning and urban design, landscape architecture, housing, historic 
preservation and sustainability.  The column’s accompanying cartoons have been exhibited at 
the National Building Museum, the Miami Herald, the American Institute of Architects national 
headquarters and other venues.  Professor Lewis is the author or co-author of numerous articles 
and books, among them Architect? A Candid Guide to the Profession - The MIT Press published 
the fi rst edition in 1984, the third edition in 2013.  He is a design consultant to federal and local 
government agencies, non-profi t cultural institutions and private sector clients.  Since 2007, he has 
appeared regularly to discuss “Shaping the City” issues on the Kojo Nnamdi radio show broadcast 
by WAMU-FM, American University’s NPR affi liate in Washington, DC.  Lewis has received many 
international, national and local awards for his work as an architect, educator, journalist and public 
advocate for design excellence.

Roger K. Lewis, FAIA

rogershome@aol.com

rlewis1@umd.edu

Keynote:
Keeping the Creative Passion Alive

Creative drive: how does one keep the fi re alive while continually being challenged? Work and life 
get in the way and can frustrate even the most dedicated among us. Roger Lewis, FAIA, architect, 
author, cartoonist, and educator, will share his thoughts on how to stay engaged in the fi eld of 
architecture and how to maintain one’s passion for the long haul. 
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III.  Speakers & Presentations

Stephanie Brown

As a Visual Facilitator Stephanie supports organizations by making their systems, processes and 
conversations visually explicit. This can range from large-scale, live hand-drawn visualization to 
facilitating group processes using design-thinking approaches to illustrate ideas and fi nd new 
solutions. The result is a mural uniquely mapped to the conversation that can serve as a visual, 
collective memory of the group learning, goals, agreements and next steps.

Steph is also the founder of the DC Graphic Facilitation Meetup where she leads workshops that 
enable others to bring visual practices into their own work. Her clients include the United Nations, 
Red Cross International, BASF, Field Innovation Team, National Retail Federation, World Information 
Architecture Day amongst other game changing non-profi ts and for-profi t organizations.  Steph holds 
a MS in Organization Development and Knowledge Management from George Mason University, 
a BA in Anthropology from The University of Georgia, and a Professional Certifi cate in Geographic 
Information Systems from Penn State.

Stephanie Brown

stephscribes@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/stephscribes

Class of 2016 Recap:
What we’ve learned and how to keep the momentum going

Sadly, our time in the Christopher Kelley Leadership Development Program has come to an end. We 
have worked hard, made great friends and learned so much from our fellow scholars. Each session 
has taught us valuable lessons we can use moving forward in our career. What are some of these 
lessons and how can they be used moving forward? What skills can be used to enhance your career 
and move into more leadership roles? What are some of the biggest challenges moving forward 
– personal or professional? We will explore these topics as a group and document the discussion 
with a visual brainstorm to be shared at the closing reception and with future classes. It has been 
a wonderful year.
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